Sophisticate & Sophisticate Plus
Catering Tables

Designed to fit.
Built to last.
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SICO
QUALITY
®

The SICO® Sophisticate catering table is a beautiful combination of style,
mobility, functionality and rugged durability in one table that’s perfect
for any upscale event. Pick the sizes, finishes and even choose to add
induction cooking units. Whether for front of house applications, catering
functions or chef demonstrations, the Sophisticate is the epitome of
culinary class, taste and performance.

Options to Fit

Functional

Compact Storage

Choose from limitless top options,
3 edge material options, 3 frame
color options, or choose to add
induction cooking units.

Used widely in convention centers,
stadiums, hotels, front-of-house
applications, catering functions, or
any other use you can imagine!

Roll easily into storage and nest
tables together when folded to
save space during storage.

Sophisticate Features
Multiple Top Surface Options
Multiple Edge Options
Induction Cooking/Warming (Optional)
Folding table Top
Pneumatic Dampeners
Oval Tube Frame
Double Cross Member
Powder Coat Leg Finish
4” (10cm) Dual-Wheel Casters
(Swivel, 2 with Locks)
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
Table Top
Folding Table Top: Top folds &
nests for efficient storage using
up less facility space when not in
use. Tabletop remains in the use
position until over-center lock is
released for folding into storage
configuration.
Granite Composite Top Option:
An engineered product
manufactured using a mix of
granite stone dust and acrylic
resins molded to form a highly
durable, high temperature rated
surface in a variety of beautiful
natural looking patterns.
Laminate Top Option: Tough .04”
(.10cm) thickness high-pressure
laminate for added durability and
long-term wear. Solid MDF core.
A variety of laminate patterns to
complement any decor.

Table Edge
Granite Composite Edge
Option: An engineered product
manufactured using a mix of
granite stone dust and acrylic
resins molded to form a highly
durable edge in a variety of
beautiful natural looking
patterns to match the granite
composite top.
Wood Edge Option: Beautiful
and durable solid wood with your
choice from 3 wood options that
are designed for both beauty and
commercial durability.
SICO® Armor-Edge® Option:
The most durable edge available.
Designed to take hard everyday
use without damage.

Table Frame
Double Cross Bracing: To create
an extremely rigid base that can
withstand everyday use and adds
twice the strength to the table.

Optional
Induction Units
Induction Cooking: Energy
efficient, clean, and cost effective.
Controls are streamlined,
attractive and easy-to-use.

16 Gauge Steel Oval Tube
Construction: Creates an
enhanced look with increased
strength and durability that
requires no linens.

Induction Warming: Energy
efficient, clean, and cost effective.
Controls are streamlined,
attractive and easy-to-use.

Powder Coat Finish: Finished
for superior durability, colorful
appearance, and ease of cleaning.

Warranty

Pneumatic Dampener:
Makes folding the tabletop up
or down quiet, controlled and
very easy.

Protected by a 3-year warranty
against manufacturer’s defects.
1-year warranty on induction
units. Lifetime Warranty on welds.
Visit www.sicoinc.com for all
warranty details.

Transport &
Storage

Serial Number: Tables are
permanently marked for easy
identification.

4” (10cm) Dual-wheel, Swivel
Locking Casters: Stabilize and roll
table over thresholds and rough
surfaces with rugged locking
swivel casters. Two casters have
locks for stabilization when in use
or storage.

Space Design

Compact Storage: Tables nest
together requiring a minimum of
storage space due to the unique
leg design and folding top. Each
additional unit requires only 11”
(28cm) of storage space.

Take advantage of our FREE space
design service to determine the
optimal layout and number of
products for your space.
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OPTIONS
Choose Height
Choose from two height options. Add interest to your catering displays
by using both heights in combination. The caster beams are the same
length regardless of height.

Choose With or Without Induction Power
Choose to use the table for more than just presentation. Cook or warm
plates anywhere that has access to a standard outlet. These induction
units are more energy efficient, cleaner, and cost effective than gas
or electric units and the controls are attractive and easy to use. The
Surface material must be granite composite if you choose to have
induction units.

Choose Surface Material*
Choose from nearly 200 standard high pressure laminates for a
custom look or natural looking, highly durable granite composite. Visit
www.sicoinc.com for a complete list of standard options that are sure
to complement your space.

Choose Edge
Choose from scratch & heat resistant granite composite (only available
with granite composite top), long lasting & durable Armor-Edge®, beautiful
wood, or easy to clean and customizable laminate (only available with
laminate top). Accent your space with bright colors or seamlessly blend
into an existing scheme, the choice is yours!

Choose Leg Color
We have added copper and silver powder coat to team up with the
existing black powder coat for our table leg color options. All powder
coat colors are highly durable with a slightly textured finish.

*Induction power only available with granite composite surface.
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THINK BIG!
Height

36” (91cm)

32” (83cm)

Induction Power

Rectangle

Round

Surface Material

Granite Composite

Laminate

Edge

Granite Composite

Armor-Edge®

Wood

Laminate

Leg Color

Black ( B )

Copper ( K )

Silver ( J )
All colors are representative only
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SPECIFICATIONS
Table Ordering Information
Top Material

Induction

Edge Material
Laminate

Laminate

Not Available

Armor-Edge®
Wood

Granite Composite

Available

Weight

Top Size

173 lbs. (79kg)
183 lbs. (83kg)

32” x 72”

Granite Composite

245 lbs. (111kg)

(82 x 183cm)

Armor-Edge®

*Not including
induction units

Wood

Heights

36” (91cm)
or
32” (83cm)

Induction Unit Ordering Information (based on single appliance)
Description

Max. Units
Per Table

Temp. Range

120VAC Power

240VAC Power*

Weight

Induction Warming

3

104-194°F (40-90°C)

650 Watts / 5 Amp

650 Watts / 3 Amp

10 lbs.

Induction Cooking

2

80-500°F (27-260°C) 1800 Watts / 15 Amp

3000 Watts / 12.5 Amp

(4.5kg)

*See User’s Manual for Operating Instructions.
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STORAGE
Storage Dimensions (with or without induction units)
Description

Length

Width

Height

Folded Table

72” (183cm)

31.75” (81cm)

47” (120cm) or 43” (109cm)

Each Additional

3” (7.5cm)

11” (28cm)

n/a

(Induction Warming Only)
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WANT TO FIND OUT MORE?
Visit www.sicoinc.com to see more of our
wide variety of innovative products.
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